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Alex Noelle (left), of Pacific Beach, and friend bringing back puppy rescues from Los Adoptables.
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Pacific Beach ‘Puppy Stork’ helps save
stray dogs in Tijuana and Ensenada
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Some of the rescued dogs at Los Adoptables.

The “Puppy Stork” may be the name Pacific Beach resident Alex Noelle gave herself
“just for fun,” but it effectively sums up her mission: to safely bring stray dogs across
the Mexico border into the loving arms of San Diego families.  
 
For the past year, Noelle has been volunteering at Los Adoptables, a no-kill rescue
shelter for stray, sick and traumatically scarred dogs in Ensenada, Mexico. Twice a
month, Noelle makes the three-hour trip across the border in her small Volkswagen
to pick up foster dogs from the shelter and help them find homes.  
 
“I’ll pack in as many dogs as I can to where the whole back seat is just kennels,”
said Noelle. “I don’t get to go down there as much as I’d like to, unfortunately, but it’s
important to get these dogs out of Mexico and healthy. So, when I do visit, I take as
many as my car can hold.” 
 
According to Noelle, dogs are much more prone to diseases in places like Tijuana
and Ensenada because of both the high population of dogs and the fact that none of
them are vaccinated. One of the most common diseases stray animals are prone to
in Mexico is Distemper, a virus that affects dogs’ respiratory, gastrointestinal,
respiratory and central nervous systems. 
 
“It’s such a horrible, painful disease for them to get and it’s almost guaranteed that
these puppies on the streets will get it at some point because most people just can’t
afford to vaccinate their animals or even neuter them,” said Noelle, who lived in
Rosarito for a year and would drive around the city with dog food and water in her
trunk, offering help to the area’s many stray dogs.  
 
“Distemper is everywhere down there and it’s so easily spread. It’s like children
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getting the common cold in school, and there’s really nothing we can do about it.” 
 
But Los Adoptables is dedicated to saving as many dogs as they can. Founded in
2016, the shelter began with four volunteers trying to find homes for 177 dogs that a
local woman in Ensenada had been sheltering. Through the efforts of the community
and local veterinarians, most of the dogs were able to find forever homes. The rest
became fosters, and one of the four volunteers, Pris Austin, became the new owner
of Los Adoptables.  
 
“I've always loved dogs, but never thought I was going to be in charge of a shelter,”
said Austin, who houses between 30-50 animals at a time, including both dogs and
cats. “Now that I do, I don’t see myself doing anything else.” 
 
Austin says that, according to the municipal dog pound, there are six dogs per every
one person in Ensenada and neutering is still a low priority for locals. There has
being many efforts to change this way of thinking from other animal protection
organizations in the area. But while the treatment towards the animals is starting to
shift, the outskirts of the city still have a long way to go. 
 
“Our main goal is to get steady income so we can offer low-cost spay and neuter
events for the community,” said Austin. “Also, going to the schools and talking to the
kids about the importance of having a healthy pet is key to changing our society and
the way the animals get treated. We can't do it with some of the adults, so we have
to do it with the kids.” 
 
The abuse and abandonment of animals is also a common occurrence in Mexico,
and even the practice of dog fighting is still often being left unchecked. Noelle says
Los Adoptables has helped save many animals that have been left on street corners,
kept chained in yards or used as “bait dogs” in fighting circles. People will often even
throw animals over Austin’s fence and leave them there.  
 
“Pris doesn’t turn any animals down,” said Noelle. “The hardest part of living down
there was seeing these dogs hurting and alone every day. But now we get to help
them get lucky and live happy lives.” 
 
Since volunteering at Los Adoptables, Noelle has helped transport and save 35
dogs. Her goal is 100.  
 
“San Diego is a huge dog-friendly community,” said Noelle. We have people bringing
their dogs to the bars and to the beach. They are their children and I’m the stork that
is bringing those children home.” 
 
Those interested in donating to Los Adoptables, volunteering or adopting an animal
themselves can visit the shelter’s website at losadoptables.org or check out their
social media, @losadoptablesorg.
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I have been doing the best i could to make my husband feel my good taste and i have been
keeping it real with him to show how much i have loved him and strong enough to wait for him
to have a change of attitude towards me.  
 
in the beginning, there has been love and care in my marriage. So suddenly my husband
changed his feelings towards me 
 
i noticed this when he got a new job from his ex girlfriend back in college. i began searched
how to make things go alright with my marriage and at the same time i GOT answers to all
this misunderstanding between us weather i will be able to stop the issues going on between
us. i was forced to released the beast in me on my husband then he got mad and moved out
to stayed in a motel where he has been able to meet up with his ex and i dont understand
why he is pushing my love away  
 
Our marriage vows was to be together forever no matter the predicament. i knew something
would go more worst so i had to moved on where i could get help.  
 
Never in my life have i believed in such called magic or voodoo but i was convinced to work
with DOCTOR MUNA from marvelspelltemple@gmail. com and he gave me the possibilities
that my husband will come back home but i still wanted him to leave his ex and automatically
he's going to quit his job.  
 
i'm proud and excited to say my husband is himself again and he is working with another
company where he earned better pay and we live happily together.

border not boarder! and many thanks to Noelle for all she does! but she is not "smuggling" --
all the pets she takes to their furever homes are fully vaccinated, spayed or neutered -- they
have their "papers" to cross :)

Thanks Kathleen! Smuggle was a term Alex used as part of her Smuggle Cuddles
phrase in our interview. If anyone has questions about volunteering or adopting with Los
Adoptables, their website is losadoptables.org
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